RUNNYMEDE 2030 LOCAL PLAN EXAMINATION

MATTER 9: Employment, Town Centres and Retail Policies (Policies IE1-IE13)

HEARING AGENDA

Tuesday 19 February 2019, commencing at 2pm

The agenda sets out the main topics on which the discussion will be focused, taking account of the submitted evidence, representations and written statements in response to my Matters and Questions.

1. Overall provision for employment development (Policies IE1-IE3, SD10 and other parts of the Plan)

2. Employment allocation at Byfleet Road, New Haw (Policy IE1)

3. Strategic Employment Areas (Policy IE2)

4. Modern business needs, rural economy and tourism economy (Policies IE3-4)

5. Centre hierarchy and town centre development (Policies IE5-6), local centres, shops and parades (Policies IE12-13)

6. Town centre allocations (Policies IE7-10) and Opportunity Areas (Policy IE11)
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Inspector